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State looks to eliminate duplicate programs
By ROSS RANDALL
SUSAN COTTMAN

Central's speech communication major is being considered for
Staff Writers
elimination due to the low number
The Council for Post-Secondary of declared majors, few graduates
Education, concerned with from the program and the abunduplication in colleges and univer- dance of speech programs at
sities throughout the state, is other state universities, said
reviewing two of Central's pro- King.
He said the department is curgrams, CWU officials said this
week.
·
rently preparing a report justifyCentral students majoring in ing a need for the major.
"The program, although small,
speech communication are in
danger of losing their program, · has been successful,'' he said.
said Corwin P. King, communica- "We hope the CPE will see fit to
let the program be.''
tions department chairman.
The religious studies program
King said although the major is
also is under review, said Jay offered in most of the other state
Bachrach, director of that pro- universities, that does not help
gram.
students coming to school from
The state Council for Post- central Washington.
secondary Education ( CPE),
"Eastern and western students
which reports to the state aren't expected to travel halfway
legislature, is trying to eliminate across the state (to attend
unnecessary duplicate major pro- school)," he said.
grams in the state.
"One of the motive~ of the

,.

review is to save the state
money," King said, adding that
the communication department
offers other majors and few
classes would be cutbecause they
are required by other students.
Compared to others, .he explained, the speech program is basically low-cost, using only minimal
equipment.
"We're frustrated by the
review; we don't see how it's. going to save the state any money,"
King said.
The department is en~ouraging
students in communications,
especially speech communications, to declare their major~, he
said. This would help justify keeping the major, he said.
The religious studies program
also may be in jeopardy, said
Bachrach.
''Although religious studies
hasn't graduated many majors, it
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has filled a need in the general
education program and serves a
lot of students," he said. "For that
reason, it's justified in being retained."
Religious studies has one fulltime professor, Raeburne S.
Heimbeck, who , teaches several
lower division classes that have
attracted nearly 200 students,
Bachrach said. Upper division
courses also have grown
"markedly" in the past five
years, he said.
"The striking thing about our
program is that Professor
Heimbeck is deeply interested in
Asian religions," Bachrach said.

"Because of that, the program
answers a need, although -small,
that's not answered as well
elsewhere."
He said the University of
Washington and Washington State
University also offer religious
studies programs, but both focus
mainly on Western religions. The
Council also is reviewing the UW
program, he ·added.
"The Council is concerned with
how many majors we've
graduated," said Bachrach.
"Very little of the program is
devoted specifically to majors. All
our courses are open to the
general student populafion.''

Classic car stol·e n
By PHYLLIS HOWARD

ing lot on the evening of Oct ?.3.
There was no evidence that the
A classic car, valued at approx- keys had been left in the car,
imately $5,000, was stolen from police said.
parking lot "A" behind Bouillon
"If the car has not been taken
Hall on Che8tnut Street between for a joy ride, it would appear that
Oct. 21 and Oct. "3.police said.
it has been stolen by someone outThe black, Ford Mustang, side the Ellensburg area," Chief
license number AXN527, is one of of Campus Safety Alfred Teeples
50 cars of this particular kind in said.
the state, according to police.
The car is technically a 19641!2,
The owner discovered the car produced the first year Mustangs
missing from the overnight park- were made.
Staff Writer

U.S. senatorial candidates cancel CWU debate
. By SUSAN COTTMAN
Staff Writer

A debate between Republican
Sen. Dan Evans and Democratic
U.S. Rep. Mike Lowry, scheduled
for Nov. 5 in McConnell
Auditorium, bas been cancelled,
according to Paul Byrne, political
liaison for the Associated Students
of Central.
"We started getting negative
feedback
from
Evans'
campaign,'' said Byrne. ''At first
they (Evans' campaign staff) said
they hadn't been notified of the
debate.
"Lowry still wants to debate,
but Dan Evans is a big question
mark," he said.

Byrne said h~ called Dan
Evans, Jr., and told him what had
happened to the debate. The
younger Evans said he didn't
know about the debate and asked
Byrne who bad arranged it.
According to Byrne, the Young
Democrats and the Young
Republicans, both national student groups, were responsible for
arranging the event.
"Then I
called Andy
McLauchlin, who schedules
special activities for Evans' ciunpaign," said Byrne. ''He wanted
to know -who had told us Evans
would participate."
Byrne contacted the Young
Democrats and the Young
Republicans next to tell them

Deli opens in Green
By CAREN KNEE
Staff Writer

CWU Food Services plans to
open a delicatessen in Green Hall
at the north end of campus within
about one week, according to
Glenn Pennell, food services
manager.
The deli opening is pending the
installation of some equipment,"
he said.
The facility will serve dinner
from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. and will seat
about 64 people, Pennell said.
"I think the deli is a great idea,"
said Karen LaVoie, a resident of
Alford-Montgomery.
''We
(residents who live north of main
campus) won't have so far to
walk, especially when it starts to

CORRECTIONS:
In the Oct. 20 issue of the Campus
Crier, several mistakes inadvertently appeared.
In the "Kamola will stage
haunted house" story the Crier
reported the opening time of the
event as 6:30 p.m. The correct
time is 7 p.m.
In the "Consumer report: For
big savings shop around" article
the Crier misquoted several of

Evans wasn't participating.
"They said they'd sent a guy
who had hand-delivered a
message to Evans' people informing them of the debate," said
Byrne.
Then the Young Democrats~
ed Ruth Woo, also a scheduler of
special activities, who informed
them that the message had been
received, said Byrne.
He called McLauchlin again,
who he said told him, "We're hav_,ing ·problems with third parties
making commitments for us."
"I told McLauchlin we'd like to
,have Evans in the debate," said
· Byrne. "I wish they'd just come
out and say they made a
· 'mistake."

Young
Byrne said he wanted the Democrats · and
debate because he thought · it Republicans h8d a choice·of Cenwould make a good impression on tral or Washington State University for the debate. Central was
other political candidates.
"I'm going to start sending out selected because neither group
letters
to
presidential has a chapter here, thereby reduccandidates," he said. "I'm trying ing the chance of "stacking the
to bring (Democratic Sen.) Alan deck" against' either candidate,
Cranston here in the spring. If we he said.
The groups also preferred Cencan bring one in, others will want
tral because of its location and the
to come."
Lowry still is coming to Central, · fact that the ASC and the
Byrne said, but the time hasn't. Washington Student Lobby (WSL)
been set. Lowry's campaign staff would co-sponsor the debate and
pay expenses, he said.
favors Nov. 5, he said.
"I want to get students involved
Byrne said he prefers a weekday, which he thinks will attract in the political system,'' Byrne
more students. He has scheduled said. "The best way to do this is to
bring in political candidates."
Lowry to appear in Hertz.
The election is Nov. 8.
Byrne explained that the Young

---------------------------------------------------------------------------.

snow."
According to Pennell, the menu
will include soups, sandwiches,
salads and daily specials. Other
entries to be offered include New
York loin, chicken l' orange,
barbeque chicken and smoked
salmon. Vegetarian dishes and
beverages also will be available,
he said.
The new cafeteria is an extension of existing food services.
Although the deli is scheduled to
serve only dinner, food services
may expand it to include
breakfast and lunch if a need
exists, Pennell said.
The deli is open to all students
who have a CWU Food Services
' meal carci.
Albertson's prices. Further we
stated "Prices on butter, milk,
eggs, sugar, flour and bread are
generally higher at Albertson's
than at the other stores." This
statement is incorrect. Of the
three stores surveyed, none had
overall lower prices.
The "'83 Lipsync sank" article
should have been labeled "opinion." The byline should have
read, "By Chris Schmidt and Glen
Nielsen."

Randal Anderson/Campus Crier

Pumpkins will be sold by the Administrative Management Society .in the SUB
while supplies last. Club representatives Nancy Fernandez and Craig Adams sell
CWU student Cheryl Gunkel _one of their large pumpkins.
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'We're on the edge of World War 111'-Chiang
By CHRIS SCHMIDT
Staff Writer

Dr. Jesse Chiang, noted nuclear
freeze advocate, spoke tO a large
crowd last week in the SUB pit
about the threat of nuclear war
and what bas led to that threat.
"We're on the edge of World
Warm," s&id Chiang, a professor
of political science and international relations at Seattle Pacific
University.
Chiang dealt with policy
changes concerning nuclear war

from the Truman presidency to
Ronald Reagan's.
He said that there have been
many times when the United
States and the sOviet Union could
have worked out their differences
to prevent the threat of war the
two countries live under today.
The first, · he said, was immediately after World War D.
Truman and Stalin failed to agree
on a system that would prevent
either country from building or
developing nuclear weapons.
The United States then came out

with the policy of monopoly, be
Chiang also spoke on the Cuban
said. Truman wanted a monopoly missile crisis.
on all nuclear armaments. But,
"The two super-powers realized
said Chiang, this only lasted for
it (the war) could happen even
four years before the Soviets when neither side wanted it," he
tested· a bomb of their own.
Raid. "We almost had it." ·
The United States then
From this near-disaster, he
developed the hydrogen bomb, said, both countries adopted the
which led to the policy of massive policy of Mutual Assured Destrucretaliation, he said.
tion (M.A.D.).
Soon after, he said, the Soviets
"M.A.D. is a blessing in
developed their own hydrogen · disguise," he said. "If both sides
bomb.
·
are ass~y destroyed in a
"So historically, the U.S. nuclear war, there's no point in
started the arms race,'' he said.
startiDg one."

Chiang then dealt with the Nixon era, saying that the idea of a
limited nuclear war is ridiculous.
With the advent of the cowiterforce policy, precision weapons
were developed, he said.
"Today we are literally preparing· to fight a nuclear war. It
should scare the hell out of you.
But we have to live on hope," he
said. "We can not live on
despair.''
He stressed the need for
leaders. "In the 60s yowig people·
were the leaders," he said. "Today the campus is quiet."

Monday, Oct. 31
Get UIJIY for Halloween -to
Benefit Multiple Sclerosis
PRIZES

*

Ugly paper..a,ag
mask contest.
Judging at

a p.m.

Entry fee: 50 ' donation
to the M.S. Fund.

Apple Bobbing contest at 9 p.m.
Entry fee: 50 cent donation ·
to the M.S. Fund.

DINNER SPECIAL 5 • 10 p.m.
Witch Fingers and Jo - Jo's

$3.00

(No one under 21. admitted)

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
1302 S. Ruby

Get your second set of prints

PRO .FREE·

~··

.
·
. . .

925-9921

lii

.with coupon
OFFER NOT GOOD WITH OTHER SPECIALS

SPORT & SKI - PLAZA -

925-9134

When you have a roll of Color Print Film
Developed and Printed
Includes PRO-PRINTS!
Sizes 110, 126, 135 and Disc.
Coupon good October 1 thru October 31, 1983 Code
Limit 1 Coupon Per Roll .of Film

~~lfJ?HOTOBUCK$ COU?ONt~~

... for a Good Look

·-----------------------------------------~
•5th and Pine LIBERTY THEATRE AD SPECIAL 925-9511 •
: CASH VALUE ADMIT ONE FOR $1. 75 WITH THIS AD
SUBJECT
:
I 1/20CENT ANYTIME ONTHURSDAY OCT. 27, 1983
TO CAPACITY I
&.i (1 ~;j '~ i ~J !1lli)
The first time he saw her,
she was a prostitute.
The second time,
she was his best friend's wife.
The third time,
she was his.

·l'.Tex Base· File· Hot Wax

$I 0.00

if in average condidon

MICHAEL RICHARD
CAINE
GERE

BEYOND
THE LIMIT~

With "LORDS OF

DISCIPLINE"

ENDS TONIGHT!
"FLASHOANCE" 7: 20
AN OFFICER AND
A GENTLEMAN'' 5: 10

II

-------------- ------------

5: 15., 7: 10

-------------~
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Services help handicapped students
By ROSS RANDALL
Staff Writer

The Handicapped Student Service Office, located in Kennedy
Hall, is Ann Thompson's domain.
According to Thompson, director of handicapped services, there
are approximately 210 students
receiving assistan~e from her
department this quarter.
When the program was first
started in 1979, it served nine
students.
The program helps the deaf,
blind, and those with mobility problems, she said. However, half of
the people served suffer from
learning diabilities, such as difficulties with reading or writing.
Thompson, handicapped herself
from having polio when she was
15, is devoted to providing help to
the disabled.
She explains that even though
disabled., there was never
anything she thought she could not
do - even when, as a Central student, she had to be carried up
three flights of stairs in Barge
Hall to attend an English class.
The director is devoted to helping find solutions to these types of
problems.
"I've been very lucky," Thompson said. "I quess that's why I'm
doing what I'm doing."
Thompson said her mission, as
~ector of the program, is to give

DRAWING FOR

t

every student an equal chance.
''Any handicapped student will
have access to programs on this
campus," she said.
Students are contacted by the
office if they state on their application form that they have a
disability, she said. A letter from
Handicapped Services is sent to
the student explaining the services offered. A handicapped student receives help only when requested, she said.

"It's up to them. It's a free
choice (whether to ask for
assistance),'' said Thompson.
The program provides many
services to students, said Thompson. One of these is early registration. Some handicapped students,
because of mobility problems,
cannot face the large· number of
people at regular registration, she
said. Those who must have
classroom material tape-recorded
prior to class or who require

classes in one area of campus also
may register early.
The program also provides
parking permits to those students
with mobility problems, she explained.
Thompson stressed that,
although the program does much
to help students, it also encourages them to learn independence. She said that once
students learn the system, ·they
can function largely on their own.

University Relations Photo

ANN THOMPSON

Ugly Bear Tavern

SHUTTERBUGS!

"Mr. X and the Unknowns"
Sunday Oct.· 30 8 p.m. to 12 p.m.

Pick up you photo coupon book
worth up to $ 122 in savings
on photo processing I

Beer Pitchers $1.50
No cover charge
111 West 3rd

925-4602

DOWNTOWN

PHARMACY
925-1514

CARAT DIAMOND ••• VALUE $500.00 ••• Gm!IE SEE!!!

- c
$4

Fit". 10-l:o•
.s.t. 10-5:30

"--

~

119 EHt 4th, Ellensburg
925-2400

EWELRY.
New- Designs

r···-----·····---------,
I $100
.
I

Engagement Sets

SALE

I
I
•
1
I

-

I II®
I

I

s1.oooffany16"plzza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 11 /fs/83

Fast, Free Delivery"'
Good at locations
listed

I

I

L •••••••••••••••••••••• J
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Opinion
Crier to pursue own path
The Campus Crier makes mistakes - little typographical mistakes
and big let's-offend-everyone-on-campus-and- in-the-community
mistakes.
We offer apologies for the typographical mistakes, spelling errors,
incorrect infonnation and layout mistakes.
However, we make no apologies for differ~nces in opinion. If we
made apologies every time someone disagreed with us, we (like every
other newspaper that exists) would be doing nothing but apologizing.
"Our paper, such as it is, is before you - we have no apologies to
make," said the editor of the "Council Bluffs Nonpareil" in 1857 when
he began publishing.
He added, "If it falls short of your expectations, or is not equal to
what your idea of a newspaper is, we cannot help it. If it suits you1
subscribe and pay for it. At any tate, we intend to pursue our own way,
regardlesS of self-constituted advisers, and prosper with the paper, if it
prospers, and if it fails be alone the sufferers."
The Campus Crier follows suit. We do not ask that you subscribe to
our efforts. We offer them freely. We ask only that you realize that we
are students just like you.
Our "homework assignments" have 5,000 copies made of them, and
they are distributed all over the campus and downtown.
That takes plenty of courage for volunteers. Only the editor, advertising manager, business manager and circulation manager are paid
positions.
I, as editor, take responsibility for my actions and those of my
reporters. I am learning more with each mistake, each phone call,
each letter.
Please continue to read the Crier and to critique our efforts. Someday we may learn enough to become professionals.

Campus Crier___ _ _ _ _ ___,
1be Campas Crier

ts

a

laboratory ae,..paper produced In eonjunction with
the Central Washington
University communleaUons
program and ts published
weekly during fall, winter
and spring quarters.
Views expressed are not
necessarily those of the
staff or ecllton; eclltorlals
are the opinion of the paper
unless signed whereas they
beCome the opinion of the
writer only. Advertising
material does not Imply endorsement Office phone ts
983-lOZ&.
EDITOR
Mary Amesbury
NEWS EDITOR
Shirley Dutrow
A&EEDITOR
Chris Schmidt

Computer lal> not used to potential
Being a tutor at the TRS-80 lab,
located in the library, I am troubled by the lack of interest in the
computer resources available to
the average student.
In today's employment outlook,

it will be vital to know something
about computers and the
available applications they can
use.
The TRS-80 lab provides a student, any student, with the
necessary means by which to
learn such things as word processing, electronic spreadsheets Qr
data bases.
Along with.the equipment, there
are people, like myself, who work
in the lab to assist anyone with the
desire to further their knowledge
of computers. My primary beef is
that all these resources, so far,
have been relatively unused.
I had the fortune of working in a
.TRS-80 lab, just like the one in the
library, in Berkeley, calif. We
opened our doors at 8 a.m. and
closed at 9 p.m. and, during the
course of any one day, those 26
machines were being used constantly, with a 45-minute waiting
list to boot. It really baffles me to
come to the lab and find not one
person in there doing something
on those computers.
Come on folks, let's put our
thinking caps on and use these
machines. One of the greatest
uses of the computer is the way
you can do wonderful term
· papers, not only will you get a
great, clean-looking paper, but
one that can be error free. We
have a 50,000 word electronic dictionary that you may run your
paper through to correct any

Homecom Ing
succeed s
To the eclltor:
Homecoming 1983 at Central
was an unqualified success and
the University Recreation staff
would like to take this opportunity
to thank all those who contributed
in so many important ways.
In particular, thanks to the RHC
and the residence halls for some
of the most creative and unique
entries we have seen yet, to the
Alumni Association and Gail
Jones for a well-planned and
organized alumni banquet and to
the 1963 football team and iis
coach Mel Thompson for sharing
some of the greatest football
stories we have ever heard.
Thanks to the University
Bookstore for once again hosting a
beautifully organized Lipsync
contest with lots of talent and
laughs. Special thanks to Chief Al
Teeples and the Campus Safety
Department for its valuable help
with the parade, fun run and bonfire. Thanks to ·the Recreation
Cub for its assistance with the fun
run. In addition, thanks to the ASC
for an excellent dance.
University Recreation is proud
to have been a part of rebuilding
the tradition of Homecoming and
our student staff has been enriched by this opp0rtunity to serve the
CWU community.
Again, thanks to all those who
have contributed to the success of
Homecoming at Central.
Warmest regards,·

Mike McLeod
Dtrector of RecreaUon

misspellings, automatically, and
if the word is not in the dictionary,
the computer gives you the option
to correct any of the other words it
finds, yourself.
This system is much more
simplistic than the VAX and
anyone can master the program
within a couple of hours.
If papers aren't your thing, how
about some mathematics or accounting. We have an electronic
spreadsheet, called Visicalc, that
will allow you to do a vast amount
of routine calculations using extraordinary methods. Again, all it
takes is a few hours of your time
to grasp hold of the principles required to use such a tool.
Let's face it, when we graduate
from this distinguished institution, we will be facing employment prospects that will be nagging us for the things that we know,
not the things we don't know.
Computers are here and are playing a bigger role than ever in the
daily functions of businesses today.
So let's get with it. Use the
TRS-80 or Apple labs and expand
your horizons. If used the right
way, they can help you do things
more efficiently and easily.
The TRS-80 lab is located on the
third floor of the library in the
back.
Dirk Bldleman
Student Village

Campus groups volunteer
Te the editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to say thank you and give
!Wme recognition to three campus
groups. The Air Force ROTC, the
Army ROTC and the Campus Ambassadors for Christ -have given
many valuable hours as
volunteers in the community.
All three groups have regular
routes once a week for the Meals
on Wheels program - which is a
program that delivers hot meals
to housebound seniors. In addi-
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Justice scales tipped

Mary Amesbury

To the editor:

SPORTS EDITOR
Mike ScheUhorll

tion, we have called upon them for
other volunteer jobs and have
always recieved a ch~rful and
positive response from these
groups.
- Volunteer Network has many
other volunteer positions that are
available in community to individuals or groups. If you are interested give is a call at 925-6967.

Donna Becker
Kathy Fritz

Volunteer Network
507Nuum

To the editor:
Where is the justice?
The scale of justice is inbalanced ! Last year the former University Bookstore manager at Central embezzled more than $10,000
and got caught. He received a
slight slap on the wrist - thirty
days in jail. Yet two Central
students who were caught stealing
a $1,400 scale received 180 and 60
days in jail and five years probation.
The bookstore manager's case
cost the university and the state of
Washington several hundred
dollars just to audit the financial
records to find out h9W much was

missing. The school still does not
really know how much was taken.
Mr. Naas and the school agreed on
a dollar amount to repay and the
school washed its hands of the
matter. After Mr. Naas resigned
the county sought prosecution. So
Mr. Naas gets off easy and the
students have to pay. Maybe the
students did not have Mr. Naas'
lawyer.
So let's tip the scales back and
make sure equal justice for all
whether it be stealing $1,400 or
$10,000. It is stealing!
Sincerely,
Katherine Knighton
Brooklane Village

Crier editing questioned
To the editor:
Two major problems with the
last issue of the Campus Crier
have come to my attention, and I
feel it is impossible to remain
silent.
First of all, the haunted house
story has several mistakes in it,
including the time it will be open
(7 p.m. to midnight). I came in
and proofread the article, and a
' Crier staff member was about to
make the corrections but you instructed him to "wait." The corection was not made and neither
were the other obviotis corrections I suggested. Consequently,
thousands of your readers were
misinformed.
My second point has to do with
the review of Upsync. It has, as
expected, come under fire from
all -sides. According to the arts
and entertainment editor, you
hadn't read it before it hit the
presses. In my year as a high
school newspaper editor, I learned that anything printed in my
paper was ultimately my responsibility. In an educational system
such as this, I am shocked that

you do not even bother to glance
through the stories written and
laid out by someone with no prior
newspaper experience, aside
from four weeks of Communications 208, beginning newswriting
and reporting. Does this exemplify the leadership of the
Crier?
Further, I am aware that you
ref erred calls to the two
gentlemen responsible for the article, instead of taking them
yourself, saying you wanted them
to see how it felt. It seems to me
that your duty is to stand behind
what is printed in your paper. You
showed no support for your own
reporters and section editors.
In my opinion the article was
fine. It was an expression of many
students' opinions about this function and only through such complaints will improvement come. I
hope my complaints will get you
to search yourself for what you
believe.your professional responsibility is in this case.
Thank you,
Wyndeth V. Davis

more letters ·o n page 5

KamolaBall
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Student objects to review
To the editor:

Lipsync contestant angered by article
To the editor:

I am writing in reply to an article written by Mr. Glen Nielsen.
More specifically to "'83 Lipsync
sank. "In his article he insults the
quality of acts. Nwnber one, if he
thinks he could do a better job,
where was his act?
Secondly, it seems to me that
Mr. Nielsen has lost sight of wh8t
the idea behind Lipsync is. Maybe
I'm wrong, but I thought it was
supposed to be a fun activity. We
thought it would be fun to portray
our favorite group. As far as we
were concerned, the prizes were
secondary.
Another point I would like to
make is in reference to Mr.
Nielsen's comment on only five of
the 15 acts being entertaining. I
don't know where you saw the
show, but it's obvious that your

ears are failing you. I don't know
very many people that cheer
aoout things they don't enjoy.
Maybe you thought the cheering
was being lipsynced too.
Although I agree with you that
"I Eat Cannibals" was the best
act, I don't agree that there were
any bad acts. "Jane Fonda" was
something original and different.
The crowd was loving it. In addition, you listed every rock act as
bad, except Pat Travers. I agree
it was very good. But, I have a
question for you. Have you ever
seen Def Leppard or any other
concert live? If you have, what
was so bad about our act?
I worked hard putting together
our costwnes and props. I had the
singer's outfit down to the brand
of tennis shoes. If you didn't
notice, we made our guitars in
replica of the real group's. In ad-

dition, rock is not a
choreographical type of music. Individuals do their own thing on
stage. What did you expect from
us - a laser light show and flash
pots?
I'm sorry if I sound bitter, but
when a person like Glen Nielsen
starts knocking acts that we put
together, it's hard not to be. If we
were paid performers, I could
understand ''constructive''
criticism, but we were volunteering our own time. It kind of takes
the fun out of it.
Despite the attack on Lipsync, I,
along with many others, hope
there will be a Lipsync winter
quarter. I know of many people
that are already planning acts.
Don't dissappoint us.
Marc Combs
Stephens-Whitney

It seemed the only thing appropriate about last week's
"review" ·of .Lipsync '83 was the
fact that it appeared in one of this
quarter's editions of the Campus
Crier.
To quote author Glen Nielsen's
terminology, the review was one
of the most tasteless journalistic
displays ever perpetrated on this
campus. (Excluding consideration of the paper's current quality
on the whole - but that's another
letter.) Mr. Nielsen, your article
was purely an attempt to sling
mud at a great nwnber of people.
You succeeded. In the interest of
fairness, get ready to have some
slung on you.
You obviously have a distorted
impression of Lipsync's purpose.
It is not an attempt at top-quality
theatrical presentations. It is an
AMATUER show, produced solely
for the entertainment of the audience and participants. None of
them are professionals. Comparing them like they are profes-

sionals is almost as preposterous
as comparing you with Rex Reed.
Publicly humiliating the people
you did served absolutely no purpose. Granted, some acts probably shouldn't have entered. But
they did. Each put time and effort
into their performance and most
recieved no compensation or
recognition whatsoever. They
have only the satisfaction of knowing they tried and had fun. Why
thoroughly crucify them iil the
press for their effort? You could
have constructively given the
show a negative review without
vicious, unmerciful and unwarranted attacks on individuals.
As a journalist, I am appalled at
your article. As a student (and
member of a Lipsync act which
you considered ''tolerable"), I am
outraged. Again, to use your
choice of words, "the biggest
blunder" of Lipsync '83 belongs to
Campus Crier "writer" Glen
Nielsen. Congratulations!
Alan Anderson
Anderson Apartments

Apology requested
To the editor:
Being a participant in Lipsync
'83, I must voice my disgust in the
article written by Glen Nielsen
and Chris Schmidt, (Oct. 20).
I can't speak for the other acts
he insuJ.ted, but our group put out
a tremendous amount of effort to
entertain the· students of CWU. I

don't feel that your writers had
the right to use the term,''simply
lacked talent," to describe Boy
George's act. I know for a fact
that the stage crew not only messed up her act, but our's also. Her
"lack of talent" is attributable to
the terrible organization of the
event. As for Nielsen's critic of
John Janke, I think it takes a hell

of a lot of guts to even attempt an
act.
Until Mr. Nielsen gets up on
stage with his own act, I don't
think your readers should be exposed to such obnoxious journalism. I rate Glen Nielsen and
Chris
Schmidt
in
the
"dishonorable mention" list.
Steve Colby

To the editor:

I was appalled by the article in
the Oct 20 issue of the Crier, writ. ten by Glen Nielsen entitled "'83
Lipsync sank.'' Why wasn't the
article under the editorial section
or better yet, left entirely out of
the paper?
The personal attacks on the
emcees and the individual acts
were way out of line. It took a lot
of courage to participate in an

event like this and without their
participation there would not have
been a Lipsync '83.
Nielsen's article was written in
a very unprofessional way. It is
articles such as this that give
university papers a bad name. I
request an immediate apclogy to
the individuals who were
slandered in the article.
Sincerely,
~herrie

A. Massey

MOSER'S
118E.4th

925-1272

Men's Velour ~
Running Suits

!\SSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL

ASC COMMI'ITEE OPENINGS:

Size M to XXL TALL 'S

·$52.87
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Oct. 29th
PRIZES ·for the best Jack - 0 - Lantern
and Best Costumes
Pumpkins must be entered by 9 p.m.
Costume i~dging from 8 to 9 p.m.

For more information, committee application forms and a list of committee
descriptions, stop by the SUB information booth.

25' off
JO - JO'S 112 price

PITCHERS

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
1302 S. Ruby

1. Academic Standing Committee
2. Board of Academic Appeals
3. Campus Judicial Council
4. Samuelson Union Board
5. University Curriculum Committee
6. Undergraduate Council
7. Campus Site and Developinent Committee
8. Campus Safety Committee
9. Bookstore Committee
10. Parking and Traffic Committee
11. Athletics
· 12. Teacher Education Council
13. Library Advisory Committee
H. Services and Activities
15. Student Financial Aid Committee
16. General Education Committee
17. Graduate Council
18. Energy Conservation Advisory Board

925-9921

COMING EVENTS:
PAPA JOHN'S
Wednesday, Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. in the SUB Pit

"CURBSTONE" TENANTS' RIGHTS FORUM:
Speaker:· Craig Provenzano~ Friday, Nov. 4 at noon in the SUB Pit

Food Ala card Bingo. Game
Is coming

Play explo.r es.death
By JENNIE JONSON
Staff Writer

"The Arkansaw Bear," a
Children's play by Aurand Harris,
will be perfonned. by the CWU
drama deparbnent the first week
in November.
"The reason I chose -this particular play is because Allrand
Harris is one of the best children's
playwrights," explained. Clayton

Doherty, director of ·"The Arkansaw Bear."
Doherty said that although
children of all ages would enjoy
the surrealistic aspects of the
play, the content would be easily
understood only by children older
than8.
"This is a serious play for
children," Doherty said. "It deals
with a child's view of death, and
why people must die.

sue cafeteria

"The play attempts to answer
the riddle of life. There's a line in
the play that says, 'Tish (the main
character) is just a chip off the old
block,' because she can sing and
dance just like her grandfather.
We are all a part of death, but
death - wouldn't be anything
without life.''
"The Arkansaw Bear" will be
perfonned. Nov. 4 at 8 p.m., and
Nov. 5 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. in the
Tower Theater.

Happy Hour.
5:30 - 6:30
7Days a Week

/

Bogey

Individual

Exercise Programs

look alike
contest set
•

For Women Onlv
Exercise Epuioment
Mon. thru Thurs.
7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Sat.

By PHYLISS HOWARD

TROPICAL FISH ·

floor Exercise

Special Beer Prices
Saturday & _Sunday 11 ·-'· 6p~m.

Body Works

a.m. - 4 p.m.

JOS N Pine

P08ox494
925-1520

,Classic f llm Serles
Presents

OOoolMl~[fi}rt®W OO®fS~rt\k lb®®tQ£a~t®
Sunda~··

Come on! Be a Movie Star for a dav !
Oct. 30 at 2 p.m. (prior to 3p.m.

sho~inl!:

of. CASABLANCAI

M<'Connell Auditorium

First Prize:

T\\o "'i1·a .. 1111 Tid.. 1·1- 10 dw \\ i1111·r C)11ar1 .. .,·.. Ua .... j,, Fil 111
"'i1·ric· ..... Plu .. Tlw \\i11111·r mul hi .. or lwr da1i· \\ill lw
1·'1a11ff1·111·1'cl lo \l..<:11111111!.dl·.. fut• 1l.•....1•r1 atul 1·off1•1·.

Yum!

Seco~d Prize: DesseM, coffee and a bottle of "'bubblv;• at McCulloul!:h's

*

--~• ' *You* *don't
* *have
* * to* be
* *a *contestant
* * * * to* e_*njoy
* *the
* *fun.
* *Then,
* *followinl?
* * * *the
**
-~--

Think Fish on Fridays
and Save 10 Percent
off ollTropical Fish
(with Student I.D.)

ELLENSBURG
FEED~ SEED

(Washington _l.D. Regulred)

A~robir~

_$25 per month

Stoff Writer '

A Hwnphrey Bogart Look-Alike
contest will be Oct. 30 at 2 p.m. in
McConnell Auditoriwn in conjunction
with
the
classic
film,' 'Casablanca."
The contest, which is open to
both men and women, is being
sponsored. hy the Classic Film
Series and the Associated
Students of Central.
Contestants will be judged for
their constwnes. Each contestant
will present two of his or her best
"Bogey" poses before the judges.
The first prize winner will
receive two season tickets to the
winter quarter classic film series:
The winner and his or her date
will be chauffeured to McCullough's for dessert and coffee.
The second prize winner will be
awarded dessert, coffee and
champagne.
The winners will be announced.
after the movie.

1~

contest, at 3 p.m. , in your finest l 94()'s apporel, spend the afternoon with
Humphrey Bol!:aM ond friends when the CLASSIC FILM SERIES presents
CA.S ABLANCA i11 the McConnell Auditorium.
For more informotion .stop by the SUB Information Booth.
Sponsored by asc ASC & Classic Film Series

ASC MOVIE
Presents

1442 Cascade Way

Halloween Spectacular
CELEBRATE
' HALLOWEEN
a'nd Dance to

Rumor
Tomorrow from
9:30 p.m. - I a.m.
SUB Ballroom $3
Price reduced for
costumes!
Prizes
will be given!

Oct. 31 - Nov. 2

Date:

- Thursday, Oct. 27
Time: 3,7 & 9:30 p.m.

Place: SUB Theater
Admission:

$2.00

~---------coupon---------~

Admit one for S 1.50 ·
3 p.m. showing only

Halloween II

"HALLo~~vEENII

is good enough
to deserve a
sequel
of its own.
.. A CLASS ACT"
THE NEW
YORK TIMES

©_
®00\k®®\k
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Hatred destroys young love i------M-OO-N-BO-O-TS-----1.!
;....

MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES

MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES

MUND Y'S

Cl

By CARRIE JO GRAY
Staff Writer

Fueding families, dueling
enemies and the spice of love are
all part of the drama
department's upcoming production of "Romeo and Juliet."

Students
are stars at
Papa John's·
By GLEN NIELSEN
Staff Writer

Students .provide the talent at
Papa John's Coffee Shop every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the SUB

Pit.
Last week, three acts were ·
featured. All the acts presented
three or four musical arrangements.
The first " act consisted of
vocalist J<>an Ward and guitarist
Nick Shaver. They were listed as
swing jazz musicians and sang
three songs, including "Georgia."
All were applauded wannly by the
audience~ ·
Next were the folk interpretations of Alan J8kubek and Marc
Connelly, both playing guitar.
Their folk songs were originals,
including the humorous "Never
Eat Spaghetti on Sunday."
The last act was by the "Three
Plus the Two." The three consisted of a pianist, a percussionist
and an electric guitar player. The
two were a trumpet player and a
saxophone player. The group was
billed as straight jazz. It seemed
to please the audience with its last
piece, the theme song from the
cartoon program, "The Flintstones."
The audience, though small,
seemed appreciative of the music
performed. The size of the SUB pit
allowed the audience to be up
front where the acts were performed.
The weekly event is sponsored
by the Associated Students of Central. More information regarding
Papa John's may be obtained at
the SUB information booth.

'West Side
Story' seeks
performers
Auditions for "West Side
Story," directed by Richard
Leinaweaver and Sidney
Nesselroad, will be Monday and
Tuesday.
Times and places are:
Monday (7-8:30 p.m.) McConnell Main Stage
(8:30-10 p.m.} McConnell 107
Tuesday (7-10 p.m.) Hertz
Auditorium

r---------------,
I
I
I
I

Help Wanted
.

I
I

I
I ,

1JOBS OVERSEAS M/F (ln-1
!eluding Australia,
I
I South Pacific, Europe, Africa,:
:Alaska, Cruise Ships,
1
I Airlines).
I
lAtl Occupations. Temporary:
I
1and Full Time.
1$20,000 to $60,000. <:all Now!· 1
1(206) 736-5103 EXT 145
. I
L-------~------....a

the hatred and fueding of their
Director Betty Evans said she is
supervising and training a cast of
families.
28 members with "legions of peo"Don't
be
afraid
ot
ple behind the scenes.''
Shakespeare,"
Evans
said.
"The
David Boushey, a former Cenactors have been speaking their
tral student, ls coming from the
Comish Imtitute in Seattle for a lines well and it all makes good
week to teach fencing and to . sense," she said, referring to the
choreograph the numerous duel difficult language that accompanies Shakespearean drama.
scenes that will take place.
Boushey, an experienced
fencer, has studied stage combat
in England.
The setting will be attractive
but practical to allow for the sliciiig rapiers and dodging bodies,
said Evans.
The story is of two young people, Juliet Capulet and Romeo
Montague, who fall in love amid

The ballroom scenes, which will
be choreographed by Christine
Patterson, will have original
music composed by Central student Paul Sayan.
"I'm sure they will all be coming to see 'West Side Story' (Central's winter quarter production),
but why not come to see the
original idea of the story?" said
Evans.

For the
Entire Family
Priced from

..,
aa
!!
,...
-c

en

z

Q

"'
en

$17. 99

FAMILY SHOES

Breakfast Favorites
Omelets ,

recopper]

:

~ ~ttle

J

( RESTAURANTJ

Select one of ours
or create your own
from our selection
of ingredients.

@ilil@rn~1ID011rr~tan~@DiJi)rwrornw

SI 0 off $50 Package Price
12 visits-$40
20-30 minute sessions

Pancake Sandwich
Concoction
of 2 hotcakes,
2 strips of bacon
and one egg.
PHOM: 925-5644

·11
210 WEST RTH AVE!'il'E
EU.E~SHl RC.. \\A 98926

* Check
your marketing club coupon book
for our three free visit coupon.

$1 .65

offer expires Nov. 5th

2nd Floor Davidson Bldg.

925-3933

POSTER SALE

We have a beautiful assortment of posters, pictures and
postcards in a variety of sizes on sale through Monday,
October 31st. Look for the display of Impact Northwest
Laser Prints at the campus headquarters for interior
decoration - The University Store.

SC PAPER BACKS
What can we say about these book
bargains that isn't obvious? If
you don't recognize this as the
best paperback deal of the century, then perhaps you had
better ask the person next
to you to take your pulse!

Central bows to Japanese team
By KEVIN ROEN
Staff Writer

When someone 7 feet 7 inches
tall comes to town, that's news.
When he plays basketball, that's

That's exactly what happened
at Nicholson Pavilion Monday
night as Yassutaka Okayama led
the Japanese·National Team into
Ellensburg to play the Central
Wlldcats.

won, 7214, was secondary to the
awe-inspiring presence of
Okayama.
A mountain of a man, Okayama
commanded the crowd's undivided attention during warm-ups,

For the second straight year,
Eastern Washington University
captured the men's title. Western
Washington finished second ahead
of Central.
Western Washington took the
women's crown, followed by the
University of Puget Sound and
Central.

JohnFreeburgoftheEvergreen
Harriers Track Club was the top
individual finisher with a time of
24:34.04.
Freshman Dave Swan paced
Central's men with a time of
2.5:24.05. He finished ninth overall.

-Ha·rriers·piaceandthird
By KEVIN ROEN

during his 29 minutes of playing
time. He was able to score 17
points and capture 12 rebounds
without ever leaving the ground.
Never to be described as fast,
Okayama does have a pair of obvious assets.
"He was very strong," said Ron
VanderScbaaf, one of four Wildcat
centers who tried to contend with
Okayama. "When he put the ball
up high, no one could reach it.''
The Wildcats were charged with

20 turnovers. There were also
numerous errant passes, which
Central had to scramble to
recover.
"Our passing was terrible,"
said Nicholson. "There was a lack
of offensive movement."
All 15 Wildcats saw action, and
Nicholson said that contributed to
the poor passing. He said players
were playing together who normally won't be during ~e regular
season.

CWU's Bob Prather was
hindered by a foot injury, said
men's head coach Walter "Spike"
Arlt. However, Prather is expected to be at full strength for the
upcoming district meet, said Arlt.
"He was holding back a little
bit," said .Arlt. "Districts are
coming and he didn't want to push
too bard."
Heather Sullivan of UPS was
the top finisher in the women's
division with a time of 18:25.09.

ChO~I~; ·Ch~i.st~~ht I Campus C~ie~

Leader of the. 'Cat pack: Kim Burke was Central's
top finisher as she placed rourth in the CWU Invitational
last Saturday.

Kim Burke was Central's best
runner on Saturday with a time of
18:51.02, and a fourth-place finish.
This was the final tuneup before
the NAIA District I meet at Whitworth College Nov. 5.

--------------l!!l!lllmm!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!l!!!!!!l!l!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!m. . . .~FRESH

THE V4 I.&; CHIU
Brand Specialty

s...

Sandwich

.,,:c

Japanese to'Her leaves Central scowling: Central's Chuck Golik was having trouble finding the open
man as he was blocked out by Japan's 7-foot-7-inch .
Yassutaka Okayama.
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FRESH FRESH FRESH

FRESH

FRESH

Fresh from our Dairy
MAKE

THE MOST
OE

Ill

...am:
.,,:c
•...
.,,:c

Low in cost, high in food value

Ill

92( 1/2 gal ... Grade A ,
95e gal ... Whole & 20/o
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.,,:z:
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.,,:c

1
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cream
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Also eggs,·bread, ice crea·m ,
cheese, much more

Ill

IU

•...

Ill

Ill

Our milk is available at Albertson's in 1/2 gallon
· plastic bottles.

Ill

Ill

•...

Mon.-Sat .
ll: 15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

.,,z
•...

October 24-30
It's the great big taste bustin'
out all over the land. What a

/JraziP':'®
5

meal! Now, at your

participating Dairy Queen~ Brazier~) store.

WE TREAT YOU RIGHT™

Ill

·Precooked Weight
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DRIVE IN
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We accept Food Coupons .
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925-1821

Returnable deposit on glass bottles .
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Wildcats kick past Oreg~n Tech
By BRENDA BERUBE
Staff Writer

Defense clashed with defense as
Central kicked past Oregon Tech
16-0 on three turnovers that
resulted in field goals in an
Evergreen Conference game
Saturday at John F. Moehl F.ield

in Klamath Falls.
·CWU's defense set the tempo for
the game as it recovered four
fumbles and had four intercep-

tions. Turnovers were the key factor in the wet Wildcat win.
"Over the last two games our
defense bas played extremely
well," said Dunbar.

Warmenhoven tied a school
record for ~ · field goals in a
game with three. 1be record was
set in 1976 by Charles Stockwell,
also against ~~n Tech.

A bright spot for Oregon was
Rob Jackso~s brilliant performance as he rushed for 146 yards

on 31 carries.
Tlie game was physical.
Tempers Dew and the hits were
hard. CWU's second-leading
rusher, senior running back Ted
Huber, went out in the Jast minute
of play with an ankle injury and
will not see a~on Saturday.
"It was a very physical ganie,
but we are pleased with the win,"
head coach Mike Dunbar said.
'lbe win gives Central a 5-1
record, the number two spot in the

Northwest poll behind University
of Puget Sound, and a boost up the
ladder in the NAIA national rankings.
Saturday the 'Cats face a tough
UPS Loggers team at Tomlinson
Field. The Loggers were the pr.
season favorites to take the conference and advance in the
playoffs, and with a 2-1 conference
record are still contenders for a
berth.
The game is predicted by

coaches to be one of the biggest
this season. UPS is one of the few
teams left to ·threaten Central's
bid for a playoff berth.
"Despite their forfeits, they're
going to be tough," commented
Coach Dunbar on the upcoming
game.
Both teams have won five of six
games, but UPS forfeited three of
their wins due to an ineligible
player.
·

con-AliE
T.M

bobbie btooki

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
1Wo Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S,M,L or
women's French cut S, M, L) along
with $7.50, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Off.er,
266 North Rocky River Dr.
Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

Two~

isaUlttakea
© 1983. lWO FINGERS TEQUILA · 80PROOF.1MPORTEO & BOTTLED BY Hl~M WALKER INC.• BURLINGAME, CALIF .
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In the library

BOD studies media services Noise will
By KARLA MILLER

Barge Hall. The department produce! all advertisements for the
bookstore, housing, residence living, and food services, said
A special committee of the Drinkwater.
Board of Directors, which has
The other area is Media Producbeen investigating the consolida- - tion Services, in Bouillon Hall, he
tion of media services at Central, said.
presented its findings at
Media Productions offers
phot0copying, laminating, and
Tuesday's BOD meeting.
"The media services on campus other services to students.
Students may riot use the Aux·
are currently housed in two
areas," said John Drinkwater, iliary Services facilities, he explained.
director of student activities.
Auxiliary Services is not supOne area is Auxiliary Services
Advertising and Publications in ported by taxpayers' dollars, said
Stoff Writer

Drinkwater. However, Media Production Services is tax-supported.
If the services were combined,
he said, this would "determine
who would have access to media
production and could limit student
access."
"This is a service that should be
here and the students should not
have to go downtown for it,'' said
Day.
.
The BOD committee submitted
its results of the investigation to
the President's Advisory Council
yesterday. Results were
unavailable at press time.

New recreation service offered
By JILL HALVERSON
Stoff Writer

Leisure Exploration Services
(lES) is a new computerized pro-

gram just recently made
available on the Central campus.
Through LES, one can find
individually-suited activities for
any time of the year all over Kittitas County, said Faul Eaton,
researcher for the LES program.
The computer has more than 500
listings from more than 300 agencies.

the future.
The idea of LES began two
years ago. Some faculty members
and students did research on
various activities in Kittitas County. From this research, they
created lists.

The LES program at Central is
the only computerized program of
its kind on a college campus in the
United States, Eaton said. The
University of Illinois has a similar
program, but it is not yet computerized, he added.

. By MARY AMESBURY . ·
Editor

The noise from construction in
the CWU library will end soon,
said Donn Rothe, senior architect
for facilities planning and construction.
The remaining phase of construction consists of installation of
glass panels and finishing and
painting, he said. None of these
activities should disrupt the use of
the library, he said·.
The glass panels have to be
ordered, said Rothe, and will probably not arrive for two or three
weeks. There should be little work
being done during this period, he
said.
The modification of handrails in
the stairwells and of the barrier
on the second floor was done to bring the building up to federal
regulations, said Frank A.
Schneider, dean of library ser-

end soon
vices.
"I thought it was very unfortunate that the work created an inconvenience for students," said
Schneider.
Rothe said confiriing the work to
times when students were not using the library was unfeasible.
"You can't do the work on
weekends only, and to start and
stop on a daily basis is expensive.
We tried to miss this (by completing the work in September)."
he said.
"I'm sympathetic to the
students' problem. We (the CWU
physical plant) r.e ally try;
sometimes it works and
sometimes it doesn't," Rothe
said.
"We're making a suggestion
that no work be done during finals
week," said Schneider. "That's
too much to ask the students to put
up with.'' ·

"The process is very simple,"
said Eaton. Interested persons
complete a questionnaire at the
University Recreation office.
The questionnaire lists 11
categories, each. with subdivi. sions, to choose from. These
eategories are: religion, clubs and
organizations on campus, clubs
and organizations off campus, ·
outdoor recreation on campus,
outdoor recreation off campus, indoor recreation on campus, indoor
recreation off campus, cultural,
food and beverage, selfimprovement, and perfonnances.
The person marks those areas he
or she is interested in.
The questionnaire is completed
and returned to the recreation office. A print-out is available a few
days later.

The print-out gives in-depth infonnation on relevant activities,
Eaton said. Besides basic information, the computer print-out
will give additional comments.
For example, it may show that
discounts are available for college
students at certain places, Eaton
said.

The service is free to all
students. However, Eaton said,
there may be a minimal charge in

RIDING LESSONS

*

English or
Western style

IDE .T HE RED';

* School
horses
available
VICTORIA SMITH

(Pro. trainer/
show judge)
Cuttin' Loose Ranch

968-3112

KI LL IAN'S RED
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Centraline
JOB
WORKSHOP
FOR
TEACHER CANDIDATES: Nov.
7 the topic will be job finding
skills; Nov. 8 resume writing will
be discussed and Nov. 9 effective
interviewing will be explained. All
workshops are in Black Hall 108
from 4-5 p.m.
FRESHMEN ADVISING FOR
WINTER QUARTER: During
November all students who are
FRESHMAN THIS QUARTER
must see their advisors to get a
signed slip. Advisors have the
slips - freslunen who wish to
.avoid delays at registration must
obtain one and show it in order to
be admitted to winter quarter
registration. Those who have
questions should call Academic
Advising at 963-3409.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
ORIENTATION MEETINGS will
be Mondays from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.,
Tuesdays from .3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Wednesdays from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 10
a.m. For more information contact the Office of Cooperative
Education in Barge 307 at
963-2404.
KAMOLA HALL'S SECONIJ
ANNUAL HAUNTED HOUSE will
be tomorrow and Saturday. It will
be open from '1 p.m. to midnight
· on both days. Admission is $1.
BOWLERS ••• you may still
register for intramural men's,
women's and co-ed bowling
league. For more infonnation
call or drop by the Intramural Of~
fice, Nicholson Pavilion 108
963-1751. ' . --- '

SKI ENTHUSIASTS ••. walk
through the SUB on Wednesday,
Nov. 2 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
enjoy the '83 Extrava-Ski-Ganza.
Events includes a ski swap, ski
shops selling merchandise,
displays of the latest equipment,
club activities, visiting representative and brochures from the
local ski areas. Highlighting the
day will be a fashion show at
11: 45. For more information, contact John Glondo at University
Recreation, SUB 111 or call
963-3512.

EDUCATION
COOR·
DINATORS from CWU's Center
for Medical Technology will be on
campus Nov. 3 in Dean Hall 207.
There will be several presentations made between 10 a.m. and
noon.
SKIERS... participate in the Ski
Swap on Wednesday, Nov. 2 from
12 noon to 5 p.m. in the Tent-nTube Rental Shop, SUB. Swap
equipment will be accepted from
Oct. 30 to Nov. 2. Unsold equipment and all monies must be collected by Nov. 5. If interested in
participating contact Byron
Baker, Tent-N-Tube manager, at
963-3537.

r----------~------coupon·-----------------~

Tak~

a break from your cookin'
or dining hall food!

WANTED:
BUSINESS·
MINDED STUDENTS who are
looking for a chance to learn and
have fun. If you meet these requirements go to the next Phi
Beta Lambda business club
meeting on Nov. 2, at 6 p.m. in
SUB 204.
STUDENT TEACHERS AND
STUDENTS COMPLETING OP·
TION II ENTRY PHASE winter
quarter must attend a meeting,
Nov. 8 from 8:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
in the Grupe Conference Center.
Students can make an appointment Oct. 31 through Nov. 5.

TROPICAL

c:

c:

:::>

:::>
0
u

8

· Pick up a 6 pack of Pepsi
12oz cans
ONLY $1 89

* Ice cold beer
* Fresh meat & produce
*Friendly, Quick service
Mon-Sat
8 a.m. - 9:50 p.m.
Sun
.

rnn

405 E. Third
(next to Hair Forum)

0

Q.

Mr. G's

• ~ 5 visits for the price of 1O.
•Free bottle of Kona Gold
After-Tan Moisturizer
with packet purchase.

8th & Chestnut
925-2467

962-ATAN
W ~lk-ins welcome

9 o.m. - ~:50 p.m.
------------------------------------------~

SPONSORED

JOB WORKSHOP FOR NON·
TEACHING CANDIDATES
(business and technical).: Nov. 1
the topic will be self-assessment;
Nov. 2 the topic will be resume
writing and Nov. 3 interviewing
will be discussed. All workshops
are in Shaw-Smyser 105 from 3-4
p.m.

Come see u.s for a long lasting tan.

Dash to Mr. G's for a
FRESH HOMEMADE PIZZA

$1 off
with this ad .
8.
(good through Nov. 3)

ALCOHOL AWARENF.SS COM·
MIT1'EE will meet Thursdays at
3:00 p.m. in the Dean of Students
Office conference room. For more
information call 963-1515 and ask
for the Assistant Dean of
Students.

INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

MUST . BE 21 OR OLDER TO PARTICIPATE
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Central students win Albertson's bingo game
By DARCI BUZBEE
Staff Writer

Bingo! Dave Palodichuk is $300
richer.
Palodichuk, of 1901 N. Walnut
St., a Central student, won the
money by participating in Albert-

when it ends up being spent on
rent and groceries," said Dennis
Wilson, one of the roommates.
Two other Central students who
won big in the th~ bingo game
were Michelle Trudeau, of Wilson
Hall, and Sue Botting, of Muzzall
Hall. Trudeau, one out of 363

son's bingo game. He was one of a
possible 118 winners in
Washington.
He had two roommates helping
him collect the·winning numbers,
and split the prize money three
ways.
"Winning $300 is great, but not

possible winners, won $100.
Botting was a $60-winner.. For
the $60 category, there are a possible 493 winners.
"I was planning to spend my
money on something fun," Botting
said. "But before I knew it, I was
paying the eye doctor for a new

but it's hard to be sure with the
large amount of winners we
have," said Bryan Nielsen, store
manager at Albertson's.
Prizes of $1, $10, $20 and $30 also
are available in the bingo game.
Each bingo game lasts for 13
weeks; then new cards are

contact lens that had slid down the
drain.''
"It appears that a number of
our winners are Central students,

distributed. The bingo game now
in progress will continue for aJ>proximately seven more weeks,
Nielsen said.

More DECK for your DOLLAR

_... by AIWA!
The AIWA AQ-F3ao:
*Dolby B&C
*Variable bias
* Keyboard controls

lncre~~~· $225 .
The AIWA AQ-E220:
*Dolby B&C noise reduction
*Variable tape bias
...a mere $17.0.

Gifts

---::.--::~-~

Kitchen

•

Bath

Stop In And See Us

~

The new generation of AW Al cassette decks
has even our rather jaded equipment experts reeling!

November 2
(JO a.m. - 2 p.m.)
, Food Processor Demonstrations featuring

(Sorry ... 1t iust slipped out.)

RObOT LI covpE,..

How can so many features and such
excellent performance cost so little?
Come in and judge for y()urself- and grab one before AIW A
starts charging what they're worth!

: TE•DCRln

•

November 4
(JO p.m. - 2 p.m.)
FREE Cake Decorating Demonstrations
November 5

-st--oreHours__.,.=
10 30

408 N. PEARL, ELLENSBURG, WA
962-2830

:

5 30

a.m.- :

p.m .

..--~!!!~~~~~~~~~~~!!~.....--..:M:o:n:da::y·-Saturcl.ay

Pre-Christmas Open House . We will be serving Starbucks coffee,
cake & cookies

.311 N. Pearl 925-5121

_lfllJlj. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......

DEAN'S

John Sawyer's

Radio&. Television
417 North Pearl St.

925-1828

Car Stereo Sale

@ PIONEl- l'l®
A complete line up of quality Pioneer car
stereos and speakers.
.
Over 20 different models to choose from.

Colle.g e Speed Reading Seminar
• Triple your academic speed
• Eleven comprehension
methods
• . Concentration and memory
skills
• Guaranteed success

· KP-2000 Reg. $ ·129 95

SALE $9·9 95

THE FIRST CLASS IN THE SERIES IS FREE.
Learn speed reading techniques
and get the competitive edge.

KE-7200 Reg $399 95

SALE. $299

Listen to Pioneer car stereo
· and hove an eargasm I

95

Friday Oct. ~8

10:00, 12:00, 3:00; 4:00, 7:00
SUB 209

